New Rivers Asia Sdn Bhd has been active in Asia for 30 years,
nding equity investors, purchasers, joint venture partners for
commercial properties and development sites in Bangkok,
Singapore, and Malaysia.
In recent years, as a part of seeking equity and debt nancing,
New Rivers Asia’s activity encompasses Destination Planning for
Urban Retail and F & B projects, and also for Resorts and Retirement Development.
Owners,
today, recognizes a competitive marketplace for new commercial, hospitality, and residential developments.
New Rivers Asia Sdn Bhd believes that the competitive market
for Developments today, suggests that Developers should seek
Destination Themes for their projects, downtown and resort.
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Our work in 2016 turned to the competitive situation of developments in Asia, today, and the need for a new development to
standout, to compete, with an approach that entices buyers and
Retail Tenants to consider the new locations.
New Rivers Asia S B brings special concepts to the market for
new developments to focus on Destination Creation of
Living Environment. This begins in the Retail component for
which the Manifesto for Retail Components can be found on our
website.
The creation of plans like Gold City, Movie City, Sports City,
Motor City, and the Confucian Appreciation Park are put forward
toward achieving the goal of successful new Retail Components,
sales of apartment and condo-hotel units, as well as the enthusiasm for Tenants in the Retail Component and themed F & B
Outlets.
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Hunters network of international investors and tenants would be
introduced to the project to ensure the development provides
the ideal rental spaces matching the current market trends.
State of art themes and innovations in retail technology will be
integrated into the project to maximize the attraction for key
tenants along with shoppers both from local and international
markets.
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Hunters Director of Retail Design Alastair Morgan was the

Hunters Director of Retail Design Alastair Morgan was in charge

coordinating architect for the Marina Sands Retail Mall which

of architectural works for the prestigious Pavilion Shopping Mall

provides a high quality environment to attract both local and

Kuala Lumpur and he also developed the new retail masterplan

international shoppers.

for Pavilion 2 at Bukit Jalil.
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Web: www.newriversasia.com
Email: newriversasia@gmail.com
newriversasia1@gmail.com

